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Woman arrested for not returning video cassette

Kayla Finley failed to return a video cassette “Monster-In-Law” back in 2005 and there has been a warrant for her arrest ever since. Finley went to a police station in Pickens, SC to report a crime where she was then arrested herself for there being a warrant on her for “failure to return a rented video cassette.” We can all learn from this, return your Redbox on time, or literally go to jail over it.

The science of “the munchies”

It’s old news that THC in marijuana causes the munchies, but how? Turns out that THC, the active ingredient in Mary Jane, activates cannabinoid receptors called CB1s that live in your brain’s “olfactory bulb.” This is the part of the brain that helps you smell. Cannabinoid intoxication — i.e. getting high — boosts “odor detection,” amplifying your sense of smell and taste, which causes you to eat more.

Woman legally changes her first name from Sheila to Sexy

No, really. Sheila Crabtree says her husband and children approve of the change and a judge legally approved the request in Newark, Ohio. She says Sheila is “the ugliest name out there” and that changing her name to Sexy would “make [her] complete.” When asked why she chose Sexy, Crabtree said she’s fun and free-spirited.

Massive Sinkhole swallows Corvettes

A massive sinkhole opened up inside of the National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, Ky. swallowing a total of 8 Corvettes. Two of them were on loan from General Motors while the others were owned by the Museum.
Special Operations Wounded Warrior offers many services to veterans

Guest Column By:
Jacquea Brown

This Charity was formed in August of 2012 for the sole purpose of providing outdoor experiences to a select group of both active duty and veteran U.S. Military Special Operations Forces, that have received wounds in battle, and that have received our Country’s prestigious Purple Heart Medal.

SOWW was founded by Brian Molaschi, the President, Joel Pellicci Jr., the Vice-President, Eddie Friend, the Treasurer, David W. Floyd, the Secretary, and Chad Moorman, the Sergeant at Arms, whom are all U.S. Military Special Forces Veterans, local businessmen, and avid outdoorsmen.

SOWW was started for the intent of offering thanks and fellowship to the men and women of our Special Operation Forces who have sacrificed so greatly for our own personal freedoms and safety.

These Special Operations Forces rarely gets the recognition they truly deserve because of the secretive nature of the missions they do for our Country. SOWW feels that there is not a more deserving group of individuals than our Special Operation Forces members that frequently stand in harm’s way for the protection of our freedoms, often with little or no recognition.

SOWW’s distinct purpose is to recognize their sacrifices, aid in their rehabilitation by mending the strains of their many sacrifices, and to provide strength and comfort, all with our sincerest expressions of gratitude. Warriors from all branches attend this event.

Last year Coastal Carolina Army ROTC attended the special operations wounded warrior hog hunt also known as ‘takin bacon’. We volunteered to help with directing people where to go and get solders what they needed if they required anything, but soon turned into more than that by the end of the experience. The weather both days was not the most favorable, but everyone braved the light cold rain to take part in the hunt and help out.

When we first got there we had just started by helping them get things ready to go out and help direct people who were showing up where to go. As the day went on and hunts went out and came back, more and more of us accompanied some of these hunts by the end of the day. While we were back at the cabin they started to clean some of the hogs and they taught those who were willing to learn how to do it.

While those who did not want to partake in that activity sat in the cabin and listened to the stories most of these warriors had.

It was amazing to hear the accounts of what they had experienced and the sacrifices most of them have made in the pursuit of something greater. They let us ride on their ATVs, look at their guns, let us talk to them about their experiences, and showed us a great time all around while we had our own experiences. After we ate, CCU ROTC presented them with a $500 donation to help with more functions like this in the future.

By the end of the event, and hearing all the stories and the experiences these patriots had, any amount of money, big or small, donated to this organization would go to great use by helping these warriors recover from injuries acquired in battle.

Spending the day with these men was a day well spent because of the first-hand accounts we might later put to use in our own military careers. There is nothing these men would not do or give for their country or to any one individual person if they needed it.

In the end what this organization is doing is a great service to these warriors and this country. This is a great organization and we hope to be a part of this hunt in the future to help give back for how these warriors had helped us.
After graduation plans; A look at the future

By: Samantha Riley
Features Editor

With the May 10th graduation ceremony rapidly approaching, Coastal Carolina University's graduating seniors are forced to decide what they want to do with the degree they have worked so hard to get.

In a recent survey conducted by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program at the University of California–Los Angeles, 85.9% of freshman college students said the number one reason they went to college was “to be able to get a better job.”

Well, now that school is almost over, some students have to choose between higher education or getting a job.

Senior Jenifer Butler said, “I wanted to go to work, but I chose to apply to graduate school because I was told I would make more money.”

Higher education is expensive, but for this reason students need to know how they can use their degree to make the most of their college investment.

When it comes to the University, one of the responsibilities of college educators is to help students understand that there are many opportunities and different paths they can take in order to open the door for more possibilities. Essentially, professors not only teach, but also help prepare their students for success.

“There are some professors in my program that prepare students really well. It is almost as if they take you under their wing,” said Butler.

Senior Parris Booker is fulfilling her dream of becoming a criminal defense attorney.

“Coastal has definitely prepared me for law school. I started out as a political science major and they have steered me in the right direction,” said Booker.

Many students will hit the ground running after they graduate. Although she enjoyed her time at Coastal, Blaire Virden who co-owns her own clothing company, “Earth Travel,” is moving after she graduates.

Virden feels the education and skills she received at Coastal can help her in many areas of her life, including her own business. She said, “My professors have taught me different approaches and ways I can express myself.”

When asked if Coastal prepared her for life outside of school Virden said, “Absolutely. Everything I learned, even if it is something as little as how to write an email appropriately, has helped me.”

Simple things that everyday students take for granted.”

Taking the next step in ones life or career is difficult and exciting. However, it comes down to the process of figuring out what you want to do after graduation.

“Whatever you choose to do you should think about it early. I think you should address it junior year because by the time senior year comes around it is almost as if you blink and it is over,” said Butler.
Wellness '14

FEB. 17 – 21

MONDAY, FEB. 17

Mirror-Less Monday
Are you able to go one entire day without looking into a mirror?

Cycle Cinema featuring ABC’s
Rides on a bike while you watch any show or "The Bachelor"

TUESDAY, FEB. 18

Kickbox Intervals
Combine boxing moves with strength moves to get a great total body workout!

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19

Wellness Fair!
Free food, T-shirts, music, vendors, demonstrations, eating disorder screenings and a performance by the Tea Temptations!

Hip-Hop Cardio Class
Work it out! Dancing and moves to the hottest beats!

THURSDAY, FEB. 20

Hatha Yoga
Class designed for all levels to hold postures longer and work on your knowledge of yoga poses.

Psych Film Series presents
"America the Beautiful"
The film takes an in-depth look at the ways the fashion industry can impact an individual’s self-image.

FRIDAY, FEB. 21

Hiit
Finish off your week with a bang! High-intensity interval training.

The Vagina Monologues
Eve Ensler’s award-winning play, based on interviews with more than 300 women, celebrates women’s strength by sharing stories of their experiences and encouraging women to reclaim their bodies and desires.

Sponsored by The CCU Wellness Coalition

#LiveWellAtCCU • @CCUWellness
Feral Cats on campus to be vaccinated

By: Kelley McDonnell
Features Editor

If you’re like me, you’ve probably seen a few cats here and there around campus; maybe a few by the bridge behind the Smith Science Center, or near the Singleton building, or running for their lives in front of your car. Although no one is really sure how many there are on campus, odds are you have probably seen one.

For some, it may not bother to see these friendly animals in between classes.

“There was one sitting on top of my car parked at Wall, once I walked toward it, it jumped off and ran away,” said Phillip Todd, junior Business major.

Students have been wondering if these cats are stray, or if they belong to someone, and why they hang out around campus.

“Right now random people feed them but leave food overnight which is not healthy as it attracts other wildlife. We have volunteers who have signed up to assist as soon as we are able to catch and release them we will have volunteers assisting making sure food is put out for the cats and removed each day,” said Debbie Conner, Vice President of Student Affairs.

The university is planning to gather these “feral cats” and take them to get sprayed or neutered and vaccinated.

“I love cats but I would never pet them or anything because I have no idea where they come from,” said Conner.

So maybe wait for the OK, but eventually if you see these cats on campus, they are friendly as can be and it will be okay to pet them.
CHANT
THE
VOTE
February 24-28th on Coastal Connections
PRESIDENTIAL
DEBATE
February 20th in Wall 317 @ 6 pm
The wrath of Snowmadgedon

By: Samantha Bergold
Features Editor

Ice on ice on ice. Snowmadgedon was back for round two at Coastal Carolina last week. The puddles were deep and the car windows frozen, and what was supposed to be a delayed day turned into another full day without classes.

A CCU Alert was sent out to students warning them of falling tree limbs. One such limb fell on the light at Chanticleer Drive causing inconvenience and danger to drivers. At the recycling center at the Gardens, tree limbs collapsed, causing it to break.

Temporary electric, cable and internet outages also occurred on main campus and University Place.

Andrew Hariland, a senior, said he thought the closing was a good idea so that nobody would get hurt. The shuttle drivers dropped off and picked up in front of Hicks Dining Hall to guarantee students safety.

A statement was released by the Office of the President saying that classes will be made up but a specific date was not released. The main concern of Coastal students is to not have a day removed from their Spring Break or Easter weekend.

Joe Nelson, a senior, said he agreed with the closing as long as it does not effect his spring break. This would be a concern considering some students have already made travel plans.

Students started using the hashtag on Twitter ‘CollegeSkip-Day’ to show that they will not be attending this day of made up classes, but what students do not realize is that they are losing money—lots of money.

For in-state students, each hour of class allocates to about $25 of tuition and about $57 of tuition for out-of-state students. For a full time student of fifteen credits, you lost about $181 for in-state and about $423 for out-of-state from the school cancellations two weeks ago. Information regarding making up these past days has not been stated.

Some students believe Coastal Carolina made the right move of canceling class from the extreme weather conditions, as it would have been too dangerous to have class due to the slippery pathways in both occasions.

However, Coastal Carolina still does not have a stated policy concerning make up days.
A surfer looks for waves during rough storm waters.  
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Many of Coastal’s trees fell around campus due to ice.  
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Ice formed almost everywhere around campus.  
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Icicles formed on tree branches and other objects.  
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Moglia and company add 14 new recruits

By: Kyle Jordan
Sports Editor

Head CCU Football Coach, Joe Moglia, and his coaching staff recently announced the 2014 recruiting class.

This year’s class is composed of 14 players from all over the east coast with recruit’s hometowns ranging from Miami, FL., to Syracuse, NY. Out of the 14 players that were recruited by the Chanticleers, eight earned All-State honors during their high school careers, three were named All-Region, and five helped lead their high school teams to the postseason. Six of the recruits play on the offensive side of the ball, five play on defense, and three are currently listed as athletes, meaning that they could be playing positions that are different from the ones they have previously played.

By recruiting class standards, the Chanticleer’s have brought in a relatively small class. Moglia attributes the size of this year’s recruiting class to the significantly large amount of recruits that were brought in back in 2013.

“Last year, we brought in over 30 players from 12 different states,” Moglia said. “So by definition, we did not have as much room this year as we have had in the past.”

Coastal’s recruiting class is the second smallest in the Big South Conference. Liberty currently has the smallest class with 13 recruits and Kennesaw State’s 29 recruits are the most in the conference.

They may be small in numbers, but Moglia believes that the players who make up this year’s recruiting class are exactly who the Chanticleer’s need in order to continue their football success. Moglia said that he feels good about the quality of the class that he and his staff have brought in and he feels that they have addressed any team needs that were present prior to signing day.

Moglia is entering into his third season as the Chanticleer’s Head Coach and has a career record of 20-8 at Coastal.

Softball tournament recap

The Lady Chanticleer Softball hosted the Kickin Chicken Classic this past weekend. On Friday they played a double header against Purdue. In the first game they won 30 and Kiana Quolas pitched her first shutout. The Lady Chanticleers fell in the second game losing 115 in a hard fought battle.

Kory Hayden hit two home runs in each game against Purdue which is impressive to start of the season. On Saturday they got a 62 victory over towson. Kory Hayden continued to impress hitting her 5th homer of the year. For the second half of the day on Saturday they got a 91 win over Virginia. Overall for the Kickin Chicken Classic the Lady Chanticleers had a 31 series bringing their season to 51.

The Chanticleers will travel to Gainesville, Florida next weekend for the University of Florida tournament to try and continue their successful beginning of the season.
Baseball team falls in season opener

By: Kyle Jordan
Sports Editor

CCU Pitcher Ben Smith struck out 11 batters through four innings and Coastal had three players finish with two hits, but a series of errors led to the Chants’ demise as they fell 7-5 to Pittsburgh.

The Panthers delivered the first blows of the game and took a 2-0 lead at the top of the sixth inning, but the Chants were able to pull within one run in the bottom of the inning when G.K. Young’s RBI single brought Colin Hering home.

Pittsburgh increased their lead to 5-1 in the top of the seventh inning thanks to a CCU error and a two-run home run, but Coastal was able to cut the deficit down to three runs in the bottom of the seventh.

Tyler Chadwick got things started for Coastal in the seventh inning with his first career triple. Anthony Marks’ RBI groundout one batter later brought Chadwick home for the Chants’ second run of the game.

Coastal keeps the title “Road Warriors”

By: Laurel Nusbaumer
Staff Writer

Coastal traveled up to Lexington, V.A. on Wednesday, February 10, to take on the Virginia Military Institute Cadets.

It was a slow start for the Chants as VMI took on an early 13-4 lead. VMI continued to dominate most of the first half, stretching their lead as high as 17.

Coastal was able to stay in the game thanks to Elijah Wilson’s 15 first half points, making 7 of 10 shots.

VMI took a 50-36 lead into halftime leaving Coastal with a huge gap to mind in the second half.

After the half, Coastal came out strong with a 10-3 run, decreasing the VMI lead to 7 less than three minutes into the half. This run featured a pair of Chanticleer 3-pointers, one by Badou Diagne and one from Josh Cameron.

Coastal made another quick run that cut the VMI lead to 2 points with 13:32 remaining.

Wilson was able to tie the game at 60 scoring a clutch 3-pointer with just under 12:00 remaining in the half, matching the score for the first time since the first few seconds of the game.

The game remained a back-and-forth fight for the next 10 minutes. With the game tied at 76, VMI’s QJ Peterson made a layup to put the Cadet’s ahead with a score of 78-76 with 1:37 left to play.

On Coastal’s next possession, Wilson made another 3-pointer with a Cadet hand in his face to give Coastal a 1-point lead with 1:16 remaining.

VMI’s Peterson was unable to match Wilson as he attempted a 3-pointer which fell out of bounds.

Coastal earned the possession again, but Diagne’s attempt at a step-back jumper did not fall in, giving the Cadet’s the ball with less than 37 seconds on the clock.

Coastal’s Cameron grabbed a critical steal and was fouled, putting him at the free-throw line with less than 10 seconds on the clock.

Cameron knocked down both free-throws giving the Chants an 81-78 lead over the Cadets.

VMI attempted a long pass which was stolen by Coastal’s Warren Gillis who was fouled immediately, sealing the deal for Coastal.

The final score was 83-78, giving the Chants a very important conference win.

This win put Coastal one game ahead of UNC Asheville for first place in the Big South South Division. This victory was very significant because the top two seeds in each division get a first round bye in the Visit Myrtle Beach Big South Tournament.

Coastal Carolina is now 5-1 in conference road games.
COLLEGE CUISINE

Strawberry Yum Yum
By: Kourtney Wade
Staff Writer

What You’ll Need:
- 1 heart shaped baking pan equipped for a 2-layer cake mix
- 1 stick of butter
- 2 cups of Keebler Graham Cracker Crumbs
- 1 8oz cream cheese
- 1 8oz Cool Whip
- 1 cup of confection sugar
- 3 cups milk
- 2 3.4oz packages of vanilla instant pudding
- 1 16oz carton of strawberries
- 1 16oz bag of strawberry glaze

Let’s Get Started:
Place whole stick of butter in a microwaveable bowl. Melt and stir. Add 2 cups of graham cracker crumbs to butter and mix together until well blended. Taking a handful of the crumbs at a time, create a bottom layer in the pan until completely covered. Combine cream cheese, confection sugar, and Cool Whip and blend together in a mixer until smooth. Pour mixture over graham cracker bottom crust in the pan. Spread evenly and smoothly.

Next, take milk and both packages of vanilla instant pudding and mix together well, using either a fork or wire whisk. Continue to stir until the mixture hardens. Afterwards, place concoction in refrigerator to chill while you prepare the strawberries. Once the strawberries are complete, pour chilled combination over the other layers in the pan.

Wash and thinly slice the whole carton of strawberries. Dry strawberries thoroughly. Combine strawberry glaze with sliced strawberries. Spread as top layer covering all parts.

This enchanting and delicious dessert is just the thing to kick your Valentine’s Day celebration into gear. This sweet course is light, cheery, easy to make, and just as much fun to eat as it is to make. No matter who you decide to send your day of love with; boyfriend, girlfriend, best friends, or sadly mom and dad, if you serve this sweet treat everyone’s gloomy single’s heart will be instantly lifted. Dig in and Cheer Up!

CAMPUS FACES

Getting to know your coastal support staff

Marissa Morgan Bachrach
Teal Trailblazer

Favorite part of working on campus: My boss understands that school and studies come first and is very flexible and understanding. If I ever have a conflict or concern about getting school work done it can easily be sorted out.

Other involvement on campus: I am a sister of Phi Sigma Sigma and part of the National Society of Leadership and Success.

Favorite joke: I can’t pick just one, but it’s really easy to make me laugh.

Which celebrity would you trade places with: Beyonce; she is really talented and a great role model. She stands as a symbol of strength and independence for females of all ages.

Something no one knows about you: My dream job would entail me traveling the world and painting murals. I’m really artsy fartsy!
College Spring-Break Destinations

By: Hallie Bonds
Staff Writer

1. Panama City Beach, Florida
   If you're a college student who loves to party and crowds; Panama City Beach, Florida is a great destination for you. If adventure is calling your name, things like jet skiing, banana boat rides, and parasailing are there for you. They have day and night parties with some of the hottest DJs, a-listers, and TV stars to help you enjoy yourself to the fullest. At the end of the day you can relax on some of the prettiest beaches with beautiful white sand and pristine blue water.

2. Nassau, Bahamas
   Looking to get away from the mainland and venture out to somewhere else? Nassau, the capital of the Bahamas, is nothing but a beautiful tropical paradise. With 70 percent of the population living there, it is full of people and of course other sightseeing and shopping in their famous straw market with handmade Bohemian crafts.

3. Cancun, Mexico
   Located in southeastern Mexico, this is one of the most affordable spring break destination trips. With some all-inclusive vacations falling under $600, it will not hurt your pocket. Visit Chichen Itza, a large Mayan archeological structure, and one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

4. South Padre Island, Texas
   If you're looking to go a little more west, South Padre Island is a perfect combination of beach and nature, giving you wide white sandy beaches and beautiful parks with a ton of nature trails. Laguna Madre Nature trail can provide you with relaxation as you feed the more than 300 bird species that pass through here or visit the Laguna Madre wetlands. If nature is not your call, you can walk along Sandcastle trail that has 31 locations of amazing sand sculptures.

5. Breckenridge, Colorado
   Maybe the beach isn't calling your name and you want to hit the slopes instead. Breckenridge, Colorado provides you with top of the world skiing and snowboarding. These beautiful mountains will have you up in the clouds, literally, and are sure to give your heart an adrenaline rush. At the end of the day you can sit by the fireplace and sip on some hot cocoa in one of their beautiful lodges that include ski-in and ski-out accommodations.

MUSIC REVIEW

Ariana Grande - Yours Truly

By: Hallie Bonds
Staff Writer

Her voice can be compared to Mariah Carey's and her acting on Nickelodeon's Sam and Cat reminds you of your quirky friend, but Ariana Grande is definitely making a lane of her own.

Her innocent sweetheart looks make you wonder how an amazing voice can come from such a soft spoken person. Her debut album, Yours Truly, released in August, but it didn't gain the attention it deserves.

This album gives you all the emotions of love found and love lost. Its starts off with a soulful 1950's sounding track "Honeymoon Avenue" that makes you reminisce on the best days of your relationship.

This song sets the mood for the album; her voice captures you from beginning to end with the highest of notes filled with lust, love and sometime sadness. The album features appearance from Big Sean, Nathan Sykes, MIKA, and of course Mac Miller.

"The Way" begins with easy-flowing words from Pittsburgh Indie rapper Mac Miller who opens the track for Ariana to blow through which has you mistakenly thinking you're listening to a 90's Mariah hit.

"Almost is Never Enough" makes you wonder what went wrong in the relationship and how you can make it right.

The album is full of its ups and down in the life of love, but it the end it all seems worth it. Ariana is on the up and up in her career and this is just the beginning for her.

The love will keep on coming from this American sweetheart.

NETFLIX PIX

Winnie Mandela

By: Hallie Bonds
Staff Writer

Telling the story of the late Nelson Mandela's wife Winnie Mandela, played by Jennifer Hudson, this biographical drama will leave you feeling empowered.

Leaving her rural area and venturing off to the city of Johannesburg to receive a higher education, she is approached by the charming Nelson Mandela, played by Terrance Howard, who is lawyer and boxer.

Getting married before Mandela has to face his multiple's charges, they join hands in an enduring and testing love story in the times of apartheid in Africa.

Winnie Mandela will definitely leave you grateful and show an empowering woman who not only fought for herself, but fought for a whole country.

She fought for her husband's dreams, her children's love, and her African homeland.
February 13 / February 19, 2014

Your goals are within reach. With concentration and dedication, the hopes and dreams you have been harboring for so long can be realized. Voice your opinions with confidence. If you maintain your focus and determination, this will prove to be a great year for you.

Aquarius | Jan 20/ Feb 19
Put your abilities in the spotlight. Demonstrate your skills to those in a position to help you advance. Seizing an opportunity will give you a chance to improve your financial situation.

Pisces | Feb 20/March 20
You have been craving companionship. Enjoy a little romance or devote time to someone you think is special. Memories will help you choose the right path.

Aries | March 21/April 19
Business meetings and professional functions will play an important role today. By conveying helpful suggestions to your superiors, you will encourage your advancement and gain the chance to explore new challenges.

Taurus | April 20/May 20
Show your family how much you care. A trip or time spent word toward the same domestic goal will create strong new bonds and strengthen old ones. Your efforts and concerns will be appreciated.

Gemini | May 21/June 20
Social engagements and other group gatherings should be avoided. You will be hypersensitive to the opinions of others. Rather than risk hurt feelings, treat yourself to some peace and quiet.

Cancer | June 21/July 22
Don’t be tempted to divulge personal information, even if those around you are curious about your private life. If you let something slip, you’ll jeopardize an important relationship.

Leo | July 23/Aug 22
One way to increase your status is to make yourself visible in a charitable organization. Support a worthy cause or improve your networking skills to attract the attention of someone influential.

Virgo | Aug 23/Sept. 22
If you’re feeling bored and restless, now would be an ideal time to contact some of your old friends. You may decide to change your routine by attending a sports event, concert or reunion.

Libra | Sept 23/Oct. 23
People you live or deal with daily will be frustrating. Airing your opinions will only make matters worse. Distance yourself from the situation and spend time doing something that makes you happy.

Scorpio | Oct 24/Nov 22
Your charisma, charm and personality will generate positive attention. Newfound friends will brighten your life, not to mention your personal prospects. Plan to have some fun.

Sagittarius | Nov 23/Dec 21
Don’t try to persuade others to your way of thinking. They will not be receptive to your comments, and you could end up causing an argument. Keep your opinions to yourself.

Capricorn | Dec 22/Jan 19
Set aside your worries for today, and get involved in a pleasurable pastime. Participate in some fun and games with family members or friends who enjoy pursuits similar to yours.
WEEKEND BEST BETS

By: Demarcus McDowell  
Page-D Editor

The school week brings its share of intensive assignments and many Coastal students are always anticipating weekend activities with their friends after enduring grueling class schedules. There are a variety of fun events taking place this weekend to peak anyone’s interest.

Coastal Baseball will be taking on the University of Illinois on Saturday, February 22 starting at 1:30 pm at the Pelicans Stadium in Myrtle Beach.

Southern rock band Blackberry Smoke will be performing at the House of Blues on Saturday February 22 beginning at 9 pm. Ticket prices range between $18-48 depending on seating. For more information about the show contact the House of Blues at 843-272-3000.

Overtime Sports Café in Myrtle Beach is hosting DJ Bingo on Friday, February 21 beginning at 5:30 pm. Every player will receive a free DJ Bingo card with 25 squares per game. All squares contain the name of a song. A song will be played for about 30 seconds. The players have to find the song title on their card and mark it. You’ll have to be quick because there is no lapse between songs. It’s free to play and the first player to hand in their card with bingo in the specified format for that game wins a cash jackpot of $250.

Attention NASCAR Fans. Castano’s Italian Steakhouse in North Myrtle Beach is hosting a Daytona 500 Party on Sunday, February 23 starting at 12:30 pm. Come experience Daytona as if you were at the race. With large High Def screens in both the lounge and the dining areas it will place you right on the finishing line. They will also have their own Winners Circle featuring Jimmy Johnson’s race car. There will be happy hour drinks and food for the race. For more information about the party contact Castano’s at 843-361-2000.

WHAT’S THE WORD?

We asked students this week what’s one rule you would add or change to an Olympic event to make it more interesting?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eddie Harris</td>
<td>“I would make them drop down the half pipe from a helicopter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Dowlin</td>
<td>“I think there should be a platinum metal for fourth place.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Pippert</td>
<td>“I think ice skating should be done outside.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Daves</td>
<td>“I think costumes should be taken into consideration during ice skating competitions.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUDOKU

```
4  5  9  1  2  4
3  1  5  7  2  8
6  3  1  1  9  6  4
8  7  2  7  3
1  2  5  7
```
HARDEE'S HOT SHOT

TOP 2 MEN AND WOMEN WILL FACE OFF TO DETERMINE CAMPUS CHAMP AT HALFTIME OF CCU VS PC ON FEB. 26 7PM

CAMPUS CHAMPION WINS $100 HARDEE'S GIFT CARD FREE NIGHT HOTEL STAY BIG SOUTH PRIZE PACKAGE

CONFERENCE CHAMPION WILL RECEIVE A $1,000 SCHOLARSHIP

PRELIMINARIES FEB. 19 7-8PM HTC CENTER
SIGN UP AT WWW.GOCCUSPORTS.COM/HARDEES